
Implementation of DynamoDB for a Real-time 
Processing Software

Based out of USA, our customer is a global provider of vehicle tracking, asset tracking and cloud-based GPS fleet management software provider. Their 
products and solutions are used to manage vehicle fleets and other various mobile resources. And they are deployed in many different and challenging 
locations around the world, by leading global corporations.

The fleet management software receives and stores live data packets from vehicles that transmit data over GPS devices. With many vehicles from 
different customer accounts and more such customers being signed up, the number of packets received by this software gets bigger and bigger each 
passing day. 

A traditional RDBMS based solution for storing and accessing this data was being used by this customer. With this kind of solution, managing the huge 
inflow of data and particularly addressing the evolving demand has become very difficult.  Hence our customer wanted a solution that addresses the 
following challenges:

Aspire Systems did a detailed study on the customer business scenario and succeeding challenges and   provided a solution that uses DynamoDB. 
We analyzed the total number of customer accounts/ vehicles and identified that the software receives around 10 items per second.  These items 
are real-time representation of a vehicle's current location, along with other additional parameters like engine status, altitude, distance covered, 
device related information, waiting time etc.

We configured throughput in DynamoDB table to write 10 items per second into the table. Naturally, there are peak and non-peak scenarios. So, 
our solution included implementing a scheduled job that adjusts the throughput every day for those scenarios. In the initial days, we had to 
observe the access patterns and arrive at numbers for various scenarios. Then we incorporated a small rules engine that calculates required read 
and write capacity during a particular period of day. With this kind of optimal architecture and design, the customer was able to bring down 
maintenance costs substantially and got to scale better for future growth.
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Challenges

Scalability -  A scalable database for the constantly growing demand 
Consistent performance - Low response time for better user experience and high throughput to handle viral growth
Operational reliability - High-availability to handle failures gracefully with minimal impact to the application 



DynamoDB Highlights

Volume of data Stored

With the help of dynamic scaling of throughput, customer pays minimal for an optimal usage, than provisioning always for a worst case usage
Designing separate tables for different kinds of accesses (e.g. Vehicle History vs. Web services for Vehicle packet updates) resulted in lesser 
number of indexes. This gives flexibility to grow a table without any limits
No intervention required from customer to maintain the database
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About Aspire

Aspire Systems is a global technology services firm serving as a trusted technology partner for our customers. We work with some of the world's most 
innovative enterprises and independent software vendors, helping them leverage technology and outsourcing in our specific areas of expertise. Our 
services include Product Engineering, Enterprise Transformation, Independent Testing Services and IT Infrastructure Support services

Our core philosophy of "Attention. Always." communicates our belief in lavishing care and attention on our customers and employees.
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Data storage volume increased form 10% to 100%
Number of writes per second reached 100%
Cost of maintaining the  database reduced by 50%
Predictable performance and greatly reduced latency across the end user base

Using our DynamoDB solution, our customer is now able to achieve the following:


